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Innovative development and sustainable new products to 
premiere at the HTI Innovation Corner 

 
Following a four-year break, INTERALPIN is finally returning, bigger and more 
eventful than ever after the interruption of the pandemic. LEITNER too is looking 
forward to a comeback, since this is where the company can demonstrate the full 
extent of its performance and innovation, and thus the key role it plays in the 
technological advancement and economic revitalization of the Alpine regions.  
 

LEITNER will use Interalpin to address energy costs and the demand for sustainable 
solutions by presenting its familiar products, as well as some new ones. By focusing 
closely on technological innovation in recent years, LEITNER has been able to position 
itself at the evolutionary forefront with successful developments such as LEITNER 
DirectDrive, LeitDrive, and LEITNER EcoDrive. 
 
LEITNER concentrates especially on the universal use of these resource-saving solutions, 
in both implementing new ropeways and modernizing existing ones. Special consideration 
is given to year-round infrastructure use and custom ropeway designs.  
 
LEITNER has already responded to the strong mountain biking trend and offers the option 
of adapting ropeway systems for summer use with two intelligent products for chairlifts and 
gondola lifts.  
New products to be unveiled at the show include LEITNER’s mobile intermediate 
suspension for the 2S system, which is an innovative development of the revised system 
first introduced in 2019. 
 
LEITNER will also present some of its leading cabins: the Symphony and Symphony 10 
luxury cabins can be admired again alongside the two Diamond EVO premium cabins in 
their summer and winter editions. Then there are two premium 6-seater chairlifts.  
 
Developments in the field of digitalization will also be on show at the LEITNER stand. For 
example, the certified digital logbook, it’s the simple way to complete the legally required 
documentation for the operation of the ropeway. In addition, visitors can expect, among 
other things, specially customizable plans in the area of the maintenance tool as well as 
optimized reporting and analysis displays for the ropeway management.  
 
As well as its latest products, LEITNER will be presenting a completely new impulse in 
innovation at INTERALPIN: the HTI Innovation Corner, where a number of HTI Group 
companies as well as external experts and customers will be holding a series of short 
presentations in Hall D. These will showcase unique innovations and best practice 
examples from the areas of sustainability and digitalization, as well as visions for the 
future. 
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